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ON TRACK with your Director
Ed Carnegie:
I hope all of you had Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year, and that we got to see many of
you New Year’s Eve at Swanton’s annual event.
I have been told that the older you get, the faster
the time goes by, that is so true. It is hard to believe
that first decade of the 21st century is already here,
and almost gone. It seems like we just celebrated
Y2K!
2009 has been a very productive year at
Swanton Pacific Railroad. I want to express my
sincere thanks to all of you for making this year so
successful and fun.
This year we had 137 contributing members that
donated over $8,000 and logged in close to 5,000
volunteer hours. I know the actual hours worked
are much greater than those that are reflected in our
work log, so please log in your time before you
leave for the day to provide better accuracy.
For me, the highlight of the year was receiving
the final cancellation notice-of-violation from the
Santa Cruz Planning Department. On May 1, 2009,
all code violations were finally expunged, which
was the result of many volunteer hours and over
20% of our financial resources over the past seven
years.
In addition, we now have: a Wi-Fi (wireless
internet) connection; and, a working signal and
block detection system.
Much progress has been made on a number of
projects which are still underway. They are:
• Preparing the 1913 boiler and specifications for a
new boiler
• Working on the interior of Caboose 63
• Passenger car & truck re-furbishing
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• Brake hose uniform placement
• Christmas Tree Field
• Landscape beautification
• On-going track work
• A successful Summer Camp
And, we are always coming up with new fun
projects.
This summer we were shocked into reality by
the Lockheed Fire, which caused no ill affects on
Swanton’s Railroad, but did burn over 1,000 acres
on the ranch. This made us all aware that we need
to be more diligent.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all
of you for a most enjoyable and productive 2009. I
look forward to working with you all in 2010.
In Memory of Floyd Schultz who passed away on
August 5, 2009; SPRR expresses its sincere condolences
to the family, and the dedicated supporter of SPRR since
1994

Down Behind the Railway
With your President, air monkey, & car-barnist.
Reynold 'Fitz' FitzPatrick
RGBFitz@aol.com 650.737.9584
My Fellow Swantoons:
Another year has spun rapidly away with many
accomplishments and some more projects under
way. This is the slow season for us, housekeeping is
the majority of work ahead, save for the work on
the transport container for our locomotives.
We will be publishing an updated project list
early next year for your review and, hopefully, your
willingness to make a project your own.
May you all have a merry Christmas and joyous
Yule.
Fitz
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Wreath makers in font of roundhouse

SIDE CAR
Fitz working on coupler pocket

UPCOMING EVENTS/PUBLICITY
Mary Ann Carnegie
Dec. 30/31
Jan. 09/10
Feb. 13/14

New Year’s Eve preparation and run
1st work weekend of 2010
Valentine’s Work weekend

The elves, or wreath makers were very
successful in getting several wreaths made for the
embellishment of Swanton’s roundhouse and other
facilities. Thanks to all that participated.
The annual New Year’s Eve party/potluck
and fun filled evening has probably come and gone
by the time many of you receive this. We always
look forward to the festivities and in celebrating the
riding out of the old year with a train ride and
bringing in the new. A new year always brings
hope for new beginnings, and a clean slate. This
translates for all Swanton chefs into a wide open
selection of work weekends to sign up for taking
charge in sharing your culinary delights with others.
So DO NOT hesitate and step right up and pick any
second Saturday of any month to provide a dinner
for all hungry volunteers staying overnight. More
details of the upcoming year’s events to come next
month.
We hope all had a blessed and wonderful
holiday season. That you enjoyed sharing it with
family and friends and we all look forward to
sharing a great new year ahead.

Members news as reported from Decemeber’s
Work weekend
From: Pete McFall
Made progress on the semaphore signal, the
spectacles are all assembled with their colored lens’,
just have to add the blades; also dusted off the
mechanism of the semaphore. Fitz and I scratched
are heads to see how to get the motor to run,
nothing yet, will need to get more answers from the
people who say they know how these things work.
The elves did their magic in the Cal-barn, and it’s
getting quite festive. I helped work on the tool car,
made brackets for the Chief’s car marker lights, just
have to add the light bulbs and wiring.
From: Kyle Plaskett
It pretty much rained all day, Saturday, but we
got some things done. Fitz and Andy worked on the
tool car’s frame since it fell apart. Pete, Scott,
Amy, and I went down track to collect branches for
wreath making. Robert and I cleaned the Cal Barn:
swept floor, cleaned inside windowsills, wiped
down all chairs and tables, and de-spidered spider
webs. But, when it rained hard, with thunder and
lightening, it was like there was no roof on the Cal
barn-water came in everywhere. We ran out of 5gallon buckets, but marked the spots.
Sunday, it was Geoff, Fitz, Pete, Robert, and I.
Fitz still worked on the tool car. Pete worked on the
semaphore blades and color lens’. Geoff and I
worked on the backhoe steering line so it won’t rub
and make another hole. Robert came later, and we
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worked in the Cal barn cleaning and figuring out
how we were going to set up for New Year’s Eve.
We hung some new X-mas lights inside and
replaced bulbs in the colored stage light.
From: Edski
I arrived at SPRR about 1215, Friday and settled
into a room before going over to the car shop to
assist Andy who was drilling holes in angle irons to
replace rotted supports on the tool car. Saturday,
the heavens opened up, and it poured down really
hard. We found new leaks in the roof, so the floor
and wooden tables all got wet. Robert and Kyle
tried their best to dry them, but the rain was coming
down way too hard. When the sun came out for a
short time, I checked out Little Creek Bridge, and it
was ok. Geoff said that he and Ken removed the
rail joiners so if the bridges went, the railroad would
not follow. The pilings at Carnegie Bridge were
only about 1 foot from being under water. On the
other side of bridge there were a lot of trees stacked
up forcing the water to take a short cut. I also kept
the fire going in the round house along with Kyle to
keep the wreath makers warm. For dinner, we all
enjoyed Kyle’s homemade chili and corn bread
muffins. I then headed home about 1915 hrs.. It
rained all the way to the summit where it stopped,
and I was able to get home dry.

ANOTHER PUZZLE SOLVED:
OVERFAIR RAILWAY RUNS BEFORE
OFFICIAL START OF P.P.I.E.
A lingering question about the site of Overfair
Railway photographs published in the March 2009
newsletter has been answered by Donald G. Larson,
an expert and collector of material on World Fairs,
particularly the Panama Pacific International
Exposition. In those photos, Figures 1 -3, the
background buildings were identified by Bob
Parkinson as the Ferry Boat Terminal and
warehouses at the P.P.I.E. The unsolved question
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was "Where are the buildings of the Canadian
Pacific RR and the Great Northern RR?"
According to the Exposition maps, those buildings
should have shown just behind the train in Figure 3.

Figure 1. East bound Overfair Railway train along the S. F.
shoreline. 0-6-0T engine #1500. Pedestrian and auto
Promenade to left of tracks. North Gardens (Marina Greens)
to right. SPRS 1913-1915 LMM-0160

Figure 2. Eastbound mixed train turning inland from shoreline.
Pedestrian Promenade on left, North Gardens on right, Ferry
Boat Terminal in center background, Exposition warehouses
in right background. SPRS 1913=1915 LMM-0158

In a meeting last July at the CSU Fresno's
Special Collections Library, Don Larson noted in
Figure 2 the stack of rails and the prone lampposts
lying along side the tracks in the North Gardens, a
very untypical display for a supposedly pristine
public garden. Don suggested that the photographs
were taken before those RR buildings were erected.
Well, if that is so, why do the photos show persons
and an auto on the shorefront Promenade inside the
fenced boundary of Exposition? (especially in Fig.
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1) Don replied that the public was allowed onto the
Exposition grounds well before the official opening
date of February 20, 1915.

Figure 3. Locomotive 1500 pulling an Overfair passenger
train. Ferry Boat Terminal and Exposition warehouses in
background. SPRS 1913-1015 LMM-0162

Figure 4. Overfair train, engine #1914, passing in front of
Great Northern RR Bldg. (center) and Canadian Pacific RR
Bldg. (right) after official opening of P.P.I.E. SPRS 19131915 LMM-0103

Verification of Don's statement is provided by
the P.P.I.E.'s official historian, Ralph Morton Todd,
with much detail in Chapter XXXV, Volume 2, of
his history. The people of San Francisco and the
Bay Area were eagerly interested in the progress of
building the Exposition. So, after March 1, 1913,
the P.P.I.E. management allowed public free
entrance to part of the grounds where they could
watch the construction of the exhibits. So many
people responded that the management decided they
might as well profit by charging admission fees on
and after September 9, 1913, the Admission Day
holiday. The fees were: adults 25¢; children 10¢;
automobiles 50¢; saddle horses 25¢; bicycles 25¢.
Over 860,000 adults and children paid admission
fees. Only 6 persons on horses and 3 on bicycles
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entered that way. The total pre-Exposition revenue
was just under $224,000.
Don Larson's conclusion about these photos
has implications beyond the details of these
pictures. The conclusions apply to operations of the
Overfair Railway before the Exposition's official
opening. We have many pictures of the
#1915/1500 work locomotive pulling Overfair
passenger cars, some of which carry only a few
people, but others of which show a full passenger
load. Oral lore about the Overfair Railway states
the #1915 was not used on passenger runs once the
Exposition are officially opened. However, such
oral tradition says nothing about pre-opening
operations of the Overfair Railway.
Therefore, from the evidence presented
above, we conclude that the Overfair Railway did
operate passenger trains, pulled by the #1915
engine, some months before Feb. 1915. Figure 4
shows a train in the same place on the track as in
figure 3 but with the two Railroad Buildings just
behind the track. So, that photo was taken after the
Exposition's official opening.
The next question is: When did the Overfair
Railway begin those pre-opening operations? The
answer is some unknown time before the
construction was started for the CP RR and the GN
RR buildings. Finding that date is a future research
project.
Donald G. Larson was born in San Francisco;
he lived most of his years in Fresno. As a boy, he
attended the Golden Gate International Exposition
on Treasure Island in 1940. He started his
"Collection on International Expositions and Fairs,
1851 - 1940", while a student at UC Berkeley. It
grew so quickly that, in 1971, he transferred the
collection to the Special Collections Library at
California State University, Fresno. However, he
has kept an active part in its growth and care. More
information on the Collection is available at
www.lib.scufresno.edu/subjectresources/specialcoll
ections/worldfairs.
Many thanks to Don for his insights on this
particular puzzle and for his earlier assistance on
researching other aspects of the P.P.I.E. We
appreciate also the help of Ms. Tammy Lau, the
Head of Special Collections at CSU, Fresno, for
arranging this meeting last July and for her overall
interest in the MacDermot/Overfair Railway
operations at the P.P.I.E..

